Zotero [zoh-TAIR-oh] is a free, easy-to-use Firefox extension to help you collect, manage, and cite your research sources. It lives right where you do your work — in the web browser.

**COLLECT EVERYTHING**
*Record your online research with one click*

Saving your research sources has never been easier. Collect information on books, journal articles, and websites with a single click. Store related PDFs, files, images, links, and whole web pages inside your web browser.

**ORGANIZE AND ANNOTATE**
*It has never been easier to organize research*

Zotero’s iTunes™-like interface allows you to quickly organize your research. Drag and drop items into collections and tag them with terms relevant to your needs. Easily take notes right alongside your items. Then use Zotero’s fast, as-you-type, search to quickly find your notes, references, and files.

**CITE ANYWHERE**
*You’re never more than two clicks from a bibliography*

Drag and drop bibliographies anywhere: into an email, a blog post, or any word processor. If you need something more powerful, plugins for Word and Open Office make it easy to drop in references on the fly. Zotero comes preloaded with all major styles, and thousands of journal specific styles.

**SYNC AND ACCESS**
*Your information is wherever you need it to be*

Get the best of both worlds. Work locally with your research materials and automatically sync your data between multiple computers—and benefit from powerful, automatic back-up. Access your collection from any web browser, or view it on mobile devices like the iPhone™.

visit [www.zotero.org](http://www.zotero.org) to find out more about zotero’s new features
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